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the pupil in uttering words seen on the blackboard has-
begun his reading already. He has, as it were, begun
to learn reading almost without knowing it. And when
he has made enough progress in this blackboard reading
of English sentences the time has come to introduce
him to a first reading book.
The passage to the printed reading book will be made
the smoother if the teacher's blackboard writing is done
in print; and if, in addition, he accustoms his pupils to-
English script writing, or as it might more accurately
be called, print writing, when they begin to write English.
he will be saving himself and them the time ordinarily
wasted in acquiring one style of lettering for purposes,
of reading and another for purposes of writing.
the english reader
Value of Phonetic Script
Ideally, as has been said, the first reader should be
in some form of phonetic symbol. India is badly in need
of sets of phonetic readers, which by associating sounds
and symbols with absolute regularity immensely facili-
tate the pupil's progress in recognizing words and greatly
assist to a correct pronunciation. To the objection that
by confronting the pupil with one system of symbols at
the start and changing to the conventional spelling later
you are only postponing the eventual difficulties, the
answer is that they are being postponed to a time when
the natural growth of the pupil's intelligence will make-
much lighter work of them, and that experience proves
that the phonetic symbolization is sufficiently akin fto
the conventional to lessen in itself the difficulty to be
overcome. A measure urgently required in India, then*
is the publication of suitable phonetic English readers.
Subject-matter of Rarly Readers
As regards contents, it is as well that the early English,
reader lessons should confine language and matter to
what has already been taught orally. Provided the
reader is otherwise suitable the teacher can himself
fulfil this condition by seeing that the orally learnt
vocabulary covers that of the early lessons of the reader.,

